NOTE 1

1. HOUSING: GLASS FILLED POLYESTER, COLOR - BLACK, UL94V-0 @ 1.50mm MIN. THICKNESS
   CONTACT: HIGH CONDUCTIVITY COPPER ALLOY

2. FINISH:
   CONTACTS - GOLD PLATE 0.76µm MIN THK IN MATING AREA
   OVER NICKEL 1.27µm MIN THK.
   SOLDER TAILS - MATTE TIN PLATE 1.27µm MIN THK.
   OVER NICKEL 1.27µm MIN THK.

3. DIMENSION SPECIFIED BY CUSTOMER
   NO SHARP EDGES PERMITTED

5. FOR INSERTION INTO PCB USE TE PRESS FIT TOOL PART NUMBER 2063547-1

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION 108-1548 APPLIES TO 36 CHAMP .050 SERIES SIGNAL CONTACTS.
APPLICATION SPECIFICATION 114-6061 APPLIES TO CHAMP .050 SERIES SIGNAL CONTACTS.
APPLICATION SPECIFICATION 114-13018 APPLIES TO 4 SEC II POWER CONTACTS.